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General presentation of the procedure and the PhD student
By order llb RD-16-175 I 02.11.2020 of the Rector of Shumen University "Bishop

Konstantin Preslavski" I was appointed a member of the scientific jury in the procedure for defense

of dissertation on the topic: "Model for initial volleyball training for 6h grade students", for
acquiring the educational and scientific degree" Doctor "in the field of higher education: l.
Pedagogical sciences, professional field 1.3. Pedagogy of teaching ...

The author of the dissertation is Martin Stefanov Bazelkov - PhD student of independent

preparation in the doctoral program "Methodology of training in physical education and sports"

with supervisor Prof, Nadezhda Georgieva Yordanovo, ScD. The education took place in the

Department of Theory and Methodology of Physical Education and Sports at the Faculty of
Pedagogy of Shumen University.

Martin Bazelkov was born on March 28" 1984. He has diplomas for higher education -

Bachelor's degree with professional qualification "Teacher of Physical Education and Sports" and

Master's degree with qualification "Physical Education and Sports at School". After graduating,

the PhD student has gained professional experience as a teacher ofphysical education and sports

and a professor of sports at the University of Shumen "Bishop Konstantin Preslavski", where he

has been working since 20 I 3. Martin Bazelkov was a professional volleyball player. All these facts

speak of logical steps in his professional and scientific growth.

Only a person who has a good practical and theoretical sports training, only a person who
carefully monitors the latest educational processes and deals great with the complex sports and



teaching activities, which is sometimes quite a confusing matter, which is driven by stong
professional interest can to undertake to develop such a narrowly specialized topic, which in turn

has a wide application in the general education of students. For my pleasure - Martin Bazelkov has

taken up this challenge.

The package of materials presented by Martin Stefanov Bazelkov is in accordance with the

requirements of the Regulations for the development of the academic staff of the Universtty of
Shumen "Bishop Konstantin Preslavski" and includes all the necessary documents.

The dissertation consists of 217 pages, of which 13 pages are bibliography and 40 pages

of appendices, where the author's progftlm for initial volleyball training of 6th grade students is

presented (Appendix 2). The content of the dissertation includes an introduction, three chapters,

conclusions and recommendations, used literature and appendices to the dissertation. The

exposition includes 28 tables and 57 figures. The literature sources have a volume of 134 titles in

Bulgarian and Russian and five websites.

The PhD student has attached three titles of independent publications, which are on the

topic of the dissertation.
The abstact contains 3l pages of main text and another 5 pages with conclusions and

recommendations, scientifically applied contributions and a list of the author's publications on the

topic of the dissertation. The text includes 9 tables and 13 figures. The content and quality of the

abstract accurately reflects the structure and the main results achieved in the dissertation and

presents them adequately, comprehensively and correctly.

I have not found legally proven plagiarism in the presented dissertation and independent

publications.

Relevance of the topic
The dissertation is dedicated to a basic and significant problem for the general education

of students from junior high school in the subject "Physical Education and Sports", as an integral

part ofthe system for general education.

The PhD student's research is aimed at updating the concepts and approaches in the training

of students in sports games and in particular in the initial training in volleyball in physical

education and sports classes.

The PhD student explores both the possibilities for the influence of the volleyball game on

the general physical development of the students and offers purposeful educational models for

impioving the specific physical and technical taining in volleyball for 6s Sade students. In this

sense, the topic developed by Martin Bazelkov is relevant and has scientific value in theoretical,

scientific and applied terms.

Research methodolory
The chosen methodology and organization ofthe research are correctly and clearly selected

and formulated, which allows the achievement of the set goal and adequate response to the tasks

seeking solutions in the dissertation.
The rich set of research methods makes a good impression: method of theoretical analysis

and synthesis, method of modeling, pedagogical observation, pedagogical experiment, method of
data collection - surveys (for teachers and students), ascertaining pedagogical experiment,



ftansforming pedagogical experiment, methods for study of morpho-functional and cordination
characteristics and mathematical-statistical methods.

Knowledge of the problem, contributions and significance of the development
Mafiin Bazelkov has fiied and succeeded not only in summarizing his empirical research.

He ties and manages to consider, develop and apply them as a model for initial taining in
volleyball and a methodical model for initial training of motor actions in volleyball.

With the system developed by him for control and assessment of the general, special and
technical preparation of the students, the necessary balance between teaching and assessment has
been achieved, as a feedback for the quality of teaching and the success of the students. He has
done an excellent job with this task, which I think is one of the main contributions to his
development.

I am deeply convinced that every scientific development becomes much more valuable
when it has its practical application. In this line of thought - the work provided to me has a strong
practical-applied and methodological-applied nature.

The results of the eight tests, tracking the special dynamics of the physical training of 6tr
grade students; the results of the six tests, which establish the level of volleyball technical training
of the same students; the results of the "Eurofit test"; the created specialized progftrm for initial
training in volleyball for students of 6tr gade and the methodical model for initial training of
motor actions in volleyball; the conducted sociological surveys on the motivation, interests,
preferences, attitudes and satisfaction of the students towards the activities with the sports games
and especially with volleyball at school; the results of the surveyed opinion on the technology of
the beginning of volleyball training in schools of 60 active teachers of physical education and
sports in schools on the territory of northeastern Bulgaria and last but not least the developed
normative tables for assessment of OFP, SFP and TP of students from 6ft can be used in any school
as a guide to initial volleyball training not only by beginning teachers, but also by those who want
to keep up with new trends in volleyball haining.

Reading the work was a pleasure for me, associated with a professional interest in the
results.

In his presentation, Martin Bazelkov demonstrates good and scientifically sound language.

Recommendations
If I have to give some recorlmendations for his future research - they will be reduced

mainly to the development of a book on the dissertation of Martin Bazelkov. In this way, his
research results will be discovered even more, from which he would benefit both the educational
process in school and the scientific specialized literature.

Conclusion
The work is developed according to the requirements for ZRASRB and shows that the PhD

student has the qualities and skills for independent research and demonstrates high pedagogical
and volleyball competence. Martin Bazelkov has conscientiously fulfilled the set goal and tasks of
the research and reaches results that have potential for future application.

My definite opinion is that the presented dissertation is only the beginning of the
professional path of the PhD student. I strongly believe that the esteemed scientific jury should



award the educational and scientifi[c degree "Doctor" to Martin Stefanov Bazelkov for the
development of the dissertation on "l\4odel for initial volleyball training for 6th grade students,,, in
professional field 1.3. Pedagogy of training in (Methodology of training in physical education and
sports ".

23.tt.2020 Member of the scientific jury:

/ Assoc. Dr. Iren Peltekova /


